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Is Big Data < Data?

Compare: 1, 000, 000 genomes, vs 1000 Genomes data.

I We can't model this!

I A good model on 1k genomes is better than a bad model on
1M

I 1000 Genomes data is better than random downsampling

I How to use the extra data?

Compare: All the Net�ow records from Imperial Colleges Network,
vs data from a compromised machine?

I Missing the domain knowledge

I Such Big Data falls outside of classical statistics: we can't use
the model we want, we can't get a dataset we want.
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Is Big Data < Data?

Missing Expert's Experimental design and Prior knowledge.

I How do we elicit priors from experts for which samples are
important?

I Can we do anything about cases they might miss?

One solution: `interestingness' of the data

I Can we automatically generate sensible samples?

I Combining cheap and expensive models

I `Cheap' model captures the features the expert would use.
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An easy route to scalable algorithms

I See `Big Data'1 as better sampling of Data

I Can �x computational cost by sampling
I Prior sampling
I Convenience sampling - what can we measure?
I Systematic sampling - retain every n-th data point
I Strati�ed sampling
I etc

I If we can a�ord cost O(f (m)) to process m elements with the
full model . . .

I . . . we can spend this again on decisions.

1: Big data: any data that can't be processed in memory on a single high spec computer
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An intermediate route to scalable algorithms

I Use a subset of data from the full model

I Use a simple model for all the data

I And combine the two to predict what we'd see in the full
model for all data.

An easy route to combining models: emulation.
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What we've done

1. Decision framework: Online decisions about what to compute
Choose the computation that minimizes a loss

2. Emulators: Getting an answer for any given compute

3. Emulated likelihoods: Combining cheap and expensive models

for likelihood calculations

4. Application:
� Similarity matrices with application in cyber security and
genetics
� Simple example for emulated likelihoods
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Similarities

I Many problems take the form of calculating similarities
between items i = 1 · · ·N

I i.e. S(xi , xj)

I Computing entries costs L on average (e.g. comparing time
series, whole genomes)

I Problem: matrix S is minimum O(LN2) to evaluate

I Solution: Don't calculate them all

I Need an emulator (we've worked with several)

I Need a decision framework (RMSE prediction error)
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Simulated similarity matrix
L (e�ective sample size 100) Gaussian features drifting under a tree
correlation structure for N (= 500 to 10000) samples in 10 clusters
(correlation 0.75 within clusters, 0.5 between close clusters, 0.25 between further

clusters)
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Simulated similarity results

For N = 10000 and t0L = 0.1 cost per element, computing up to
n = 50 rows of the matrix.
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Genetics Example
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Emulated Likelihood Models (ELMs)
Consider a model over computational elements {y}:

p(y |θ) =
N∏
i=1

p(yi |{y}−i , θ)

for which we compute n elements. If we can predict y † with a
cheaper model over x then we can evaluate the down-weighted
Emulated Likelihood:

p̂n(y |θ) =
n∏

i=1

p(yi |{y}n−i , θ)wi

N∏
i=n+1

p(y †i |{y}
n
i=1, {x}, θ)w

†
i .

Why do this?
I Simplicity: Weights are only modi�cation to the model
I Exploit ancillary information {x} from the cheap model
I Exploit dependence in {y}
I Can choose evaluation order to make {y}ni=1 approximately

su�cient for θ.
I w = 1, w † = 0 is `simple down-sampling'
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How to downweight?

I We are replacing observations Y with estimates Y †

I We want to correct them for:
I Estimation error
I Prediction correlation

I The theory of multiple control variates
[Pasupathy et al., 2008] does this!

There are additional details I'm skipping over.
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ELM: The `overworked PhD student'

Decisions in a Bayesian Linear Regression with unknown intercept

I Two treatments

I Research question: do they have the same mean?

I Costly correct observation y , or noisy cheap observation x

I Goal: Determine treatment di�erence as lazily as possible

y
1,2
i ∼ N(µ1,2, s2y )

xi |yi ∼ N(β1,2 + yi , s
2
x |y )

µ1,2 ∼ Normal(µ0, s
2
µ)

β1,2 ∼ Normal(β0, s
2
β), bias

s2x |y in�ated variance
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ELM: The `overworked PhD student'

We can solve for the posterior: µ1,2 ∼ N(m, σ2µ) with m1 (x , y)
pairs and m2 additional x 's:

m = ȳ + (x̄m1+m2 − x̄m1)
s2y

s2x

1

1 + m1/m2

σ2µ = (m1/s
2
y + m2/s

2
x )−1.

Or, we can treat this as an `Emulated Likelihood' problem:

I Treat all y 's as existing in principle, but estimated from the x 's

I Calculate the control variate estimate of the weights

We get the same answer! because y is linearly correlated with x, without heteroskadicity.

Otherwise we'd lose power.
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How much is an emulated point worth?
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Discussion

General purpose statistics for (moderately) Big Data:

I Quantify decisions for what to compute (cost vs
informativeness)

I Emulation as a general purpose combiner of models?

I Emulated Likelihood Models make inference possible?

I Application to similarity matrices [Lawson and Adams, 2014]

I Combine multiple models

Lawson, D. J. and Adams, N. (2014).
A general decision framework for structuring computation using data directional
scaling to process massive similarity matrices.
arXiv 1403.4054.

Pasupathy, R., Schmeiser, B. W., Taafe, M. R., and Wang, J. (2008).
Control-variate estimation using estimated control means.
IIE Transactions.
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On The One Model Paradigm

Three models for the Statisticians under the sky,

Seven for the Computer-Scientists in their halls of stone,

N ine for Data Scientists doomed to die,

One for the Author on his dark throne

In the Land of Model space where the Shadows lie.

One model to rule them all, One model to find them,

One model to bring them all and in the darkness bind them

In the Land of Model space where the Shadows lie.
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Completion exploiting decision framework

`Machine learning' emulator for Similarities

I Prediction error estimated using online cross validation

I Respects computational constraints:
I L� N: Consider O(N2 + LN) algorithms
I N � L: Consider O(LN) algorithms
I Massive data: Consider O(LNα + NLβ) algorithms (with
α, β < 1).
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Iterative approach

I Choose the next Sij to add to S∗

I From a limited set produced by a restriction operator R(S∗)

I Using the loss L̂,
I Decide on the next point to evaluate using

argminSijE
(
L̂(S∗ ∪ Sij)|S∗

)
I We can sometimes avoid explicitly calculating the loss
I We can consider di�erent histories to evaluate performance

I Stopping rule: convergence of L̂

2 / 26



Simulated example
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The `lazy PhD student'

We can apply our entire approach:

I Loss: RMSE when estimating µ1 − µ2 ∼ N(M,V ) with
M = (µ̂1 − µ̂2) and V = var(µ1) + var(µ2)

I Decision: evaluate y †,1, (y †,1, y1),y †,2,(y †,2, y2) with costs ci
(cf multi-armed bandit theory)

I Iterate: Use the choice that minimises the loss

I Stop: when P(µ1 6= µ2) > δNull , or P(µ1 − µ2 < ε) > δAlt
(accounting for sequential decisions)
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How many emulated points would we use?
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Similarities

I Similarities: Seen one, seen em all

I Decision framework: Online decisions about what to compute

I Emulated likelihoods: Using machine learning analytics inside
statistical models

I Application: Model-based clustering in Genetics
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Outline

I Similarities: Seen one, seen em all

I Decision framework: Online decisions about what to compute

I Emulated likelihoods: Using machine learning analytics inside
statistical models

I Application: Model-based clustering in Genetics
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Neighbourhood structure of points

I We often want to quickly identify neighbourhood structure

I e.g. Quick, O(log(N)) lookup for nearest neighbours

I e.g. Quick, O(N) cluster estimation

I Computer Sciences o�ers many solutions, e.g.
I K-D trees [?], Quadtrees [?] for low dimensional data
I X-tree for higher dimensional data [?]
I K-means, K-medians clustering

I All of these solutions, and most others, require possessing a
position for the points

I Doesn't always exist!

I For example, non-�xed dimension vectors, time series, etc
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Similarities

I Many problems take the form of calculating similarities
between items i = 1 · · ·N (with, say, average length L)

I i.e. S(xi , xj)

I Problem: matrix S is minimum O(LN2) to evaluate

I And we'd sometimes like to use more complex measures!

I Solution: Don't calculate them all

I Points typically live on a low (K ) dimensional manifoldM
I So you get information about some similarities from others

I (But we don't know K or the manifold)
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Matrix completion

We're stuck with thinking about the observable distance matrix...

I Assume that we get given a set of observations S∗(i , j) of S

I Sampling operator is PΩ = S(i , j) for pairs in S∗, and 0
otherwise

I What can we know about about P⊥Ω ≡ S ′, the unobserved
entries?

10 / 26



Matrix completion works

I `Matrix Completion with noise' [?]

I Inspired by compressed sensing

I Look for linear completion using Singular Value Decomposition

I Assume singular vectors are `not too spiky' (i.e. informative)

I Approach: de�ne a recovered matrix Ŝ by:
I Minimize ‖Ŝ‖1 (nuclear norm, sum of singular values)
I Subject to ‖PΩ(S)− PΩ(Ŝ)‖ < δ

I δ has to be known (noise dependent)

I Then only NK (logN)2 observations are required

I Ŝ is `denoised' (including S∗)
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Matrix completion in practice

I (Semi-de�nite programming) �xed-point continuation
algorithm [?] to:

I Minimize 1
2‖PΩ(S∗ − Ŝ)‖+ µ‖Ŝ‖1.

I Choosing µ requires some care

I Choose µ = σ
√
2m/N with σ the `true' IID noise, m is the

number of observed entries

I The algorithm works by iteratively changing columns of Ŝ

I `Projecting' other columns onto this one

I E�cient algorithm avoiding SVD: [?]

I Automatically calculates the rank
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Using matrix completion?

Some problems:

I Need decisions from partial observations

I Doesn't work directly with `the wrong' S∗

I Don't know the noise σ involved

I Do we need to (can we?) calculate the whole S?

I Is this the right loss?

13 / 26



Active Learning?

I `Active learning' for semi-supervised classi�cation e.g. [?]:
I Well known (exponential) `decreasing marginal returns'
I Requires a decision algorithm

I Approaches ([?]) use a loss or a heuristic, e.g.
I Loss: mean prediction error
I Loss: worst case prediction error
I Heuristic: distance to decision boundary
I Heuristic: uncertainty in decision boundary (e.g Query by

Committee)
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Heuristic and Loss

I Choose the point to minimize a loss, subject to practicality
constraints

I The constraints should bound the overall computation cost
appropriately

I They therefore require considering only a discrete number
m′ � N2 of points

I The loss should represent what we are doing with the matrix:
I Prediction error ‖Ŝ − S‖2 for full matrix completion
I Maximum prediction error maxij (‖Ŝij − Sij‖2) for conservative

recovery
I Probability nearest neighbours found for NN search
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Iterative approach

I Choose the next Sij to add to S∗

I From a limited set produced by a restriction operator R(S∗)

I Using the loss L̂,
I Decide on the next point to evaluate using

argminSijE
(
L̂(S∗ ∪ Sij)|S∗

)
I We can consider di�erent histories to evaluate performance

I Stopping rule: convergence of L̂

We will use a Global rule and sometimes a Local rule
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Global decisions

I Evaluate S∗ in entire rows

I Decision R: Choose item to evaluate i∗t
using the point most distant to all evaluated

points

I Implicit loss function L:
I Minimise the maximum prediction error
I Assuming the linear model is correct
I Finds outliers and clusters
I S∗ approximately the convex hull of S
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An Emulator for Linear Completion

After observing k rows, have a k di-
mensional space Mk containing N

items.
Predict Si · by:

I Map S·i toMk from
Sk
i =

∑
j∈Mk

αjS
k
j

I Map Sk
i into S·i as∑

j∈Mk
αjSj ·

α is learnt using a model
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Linear Completion Exploiting convex hull

I Models for α:
I Linear regression (unconstrained α)
I Mixture model (α positive and sum to 1)
I Nearest neighbour (α = 1 for nearest neighbour only)

I Fit by least squares

I α is important

I Unobserved points S ′ should lie on the interior (when
k ≥ rank(S))
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Simulated example
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Simulated example
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Simulated example Summary

I We can recover complex matrices with few observations

I Online emulation speeds convergence

I In this example, our model works best

I It `cheats' by knowing to look for a `clusterlike' solution
=⇒ tailored emulators help!
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Clustering similarity matrices

The emulated likelihood approach can be used directly to correct
for unwanted correlations in S

I Each emulated S has a weight w

I The weights are known

I P(S |Q) only requires the modi�cation to accept weights

I It can otherwise be used unchanged

I i.e. we have accounted for the induced correlations in S and
`know' about the increased variance

If the emulator is `good', there is not too much additional noise.

I Estimates of S improve slowly with N

I Estimates of Q can converge at �nite N
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Genetics example

I Genomes are very big

I e.g. L = 10, 000, 000 shared SNPs genome wide

I Datasets include many individuals
I Routinely 5K
I Current project to sequence all 50K Faroe Islanders
I NHS project to sequence 100K people

I Model-based processing is essential for interpretability

I FineSTRUCTURE approach [?]
I Clustering on a model-based similarity (a Hidden Markov

Model) is equivalent to clustering on the raw data
I A massive saving, but now computing the similarity is a

challenge
I Emulated Likelihoods can reduce computation from months to

days (Predicted saving ratio 100 for N = 5000)
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Super-linear likelihoods in Big Data

Super-linear cost likelihoods look at each data element more than
once. An important class is:

p(S |θ) =
∏
i

p(Si |S−i , θ)

i.e. data elements can be made exchangeable.

Likelihoods containing similarity matrices are of this class:

p(D, S |Q, θ) = p(D|S , θ)p(S |Q),

so S provides a summary of the data constructed; Q is the
inference target (e.g. a clustering)
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